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Abstract

In nature, it is inspiring to observe such an extensive variety of defensive
skills distributed among species. The speed of an antelope, and the sting
of a scorpion, wasp or a bee are some examples of such defensive tools or
mechanisms important to survive against predators. However sophisticated
the skills or tools are, the correct accurate use and on-time triggering of
those tools is a matter of life and death for animals. With those defensive
measures, animals come with a complementary ability called ”vigilance”.

Vigilance is costly and the human tries to minimize vigilant behaviour in
every aspect of life. The absence of vigilance, or negligence in other words,
allows humans to spend more time and cognition on matters that he or she
wants rather than on problems that need time. The human has an inherent
and intricate mechanism that determine the vigilance level required for a
particular problem.

The consequences of the lack of vigilance in a work environment, more
especially in the Information Technologies Security field are catastrophic and
even lethal as humanity becomes an increasingly associated habitant of cy-
berspace ecosystem.

Intrusion Execution Systems (IES) which is one of my conceptual propo-
sitions for this research, is my approach to reduce negligent behaviour in
IT Security personnel. Impetus is the name of the first prototype for IES
concept with limitations, which is included in this research.

Impetus can successfully achieve desired behaviour in test environment,
however the conceptual propositions in this research among with Impetus,
should further be experimented in real-world in order to be convinced of its
effectiveness.

Keywords: information security, network security, negligence, vigilance,
information security, security policy, security wheel, windmill model
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Definitions

Below are the definitions of words or concepts mentioned throughout this
research. Note that a word might have many other meanings, but what I am
interested in is their meanings or interpretations in the respective sciences
covered in this research, such as Computer Science or Neuroscience.

Amygdala: The amygdala is an almond-shaped brain region in the depth
of the medial temporal lobe. It is believed to be involved in threat processing
in birds, mammals, and reptiles (LeDoux l996).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I briefly go over the problem which I elaborate on more in
subsequent sections, give an idea about my aim and approach to the problem
and finally inform the reader about the structure of my approach.

1.1 Problem Description

The damage that cybercrimes impose and the number of security incidents
increase rapidly although the negligence of corporates, government agencies,
boards and senior managements, but more important the people in charge
of/concerned with information security such as information security officers,
CSOs and IT Personnel is decreasing slowly.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this research is to first declaim human negligence and underes-
timation as one of the most dangerous threats in cyber security. I examine
this problem in detail and give the reader a new insight by analysing and
trying to reveal the underlying reasons of such behaviour from the lens of
various relevant sciences and hypothesize the evolution and intrinsics of this
problem.

Having a good grasp of the problem, my next hypothesis will be the
salience of application models of continuous IT Security that take form ac-
cording to IT Security personnel behaviour and their state of mind and emo-
tion. I embody negligence of IT Security-related personnel and its conse-
quences in the ”Windmill” application model.

Finally, I propose a new conceptual framework, namely the Intrusion
Execution Systems (IES), whose purpose is to remediate negligence in IT
Security personnel to a certain extent and transition the application model
into ”Vigilant-hybrid” model, where continuity of security is at an optimum
level. I also introduce Impetus which is an IES product prototype.

1.3 Target

Negligence and underestimation is a human flaw and the theoretical part of
this study will shed light on this. Among human involved in cyberspace, the
practical part of this research targets Information Security Specialists, Chief
Security Officers (CSO) or any personnel in a corporation or a government
agency where such flaw impose the most damage.
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1.4 Disposition

Although this is meant to be a Computer Science research, much of the
research includes ethology, sociology and neuroscience because of the delicacy
of human cognition – our problem domain.

Research starts with introducing the consequences of lack of vigilance,
negligence in other words, in Information and Information Technology Se-
curity personnel in cyberspace. Following, the reader is given a deeper in-
sight into human behaviour, cognition and perception of threat which are
instrumental in understanding vigilance/negligence from the lens of various
sciences. Next follows a formal assertion of the problem of human and then
hypothesis of application models that the problem of human engenders in IT
Security.

In the subsequent chapter, my solution to the problem I plugged away at
in previous chapter, namely Intrusion Execution Systems concept is intro-
duced.

Next, I talk about the first product prototype of Intrusion Execution Sys-
tem concept that was developed as a part of this research, namely Impetus.

The research is concluded with approximations regarding the Intrusion
Execution Systems concept and its possible positive impact on negligence
problem. A discussion chapter follows in which I give voice to certain con-
cerns and questions that need further investigation.
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2 A THOROUGH LOOK AT NEGLIGENCE

Negligence is a state or form of a behaviour and this chapter is dedicated to
give the reader a solid background to negligence by approaching it from the
lens of various sciences that are associated with behaviour.

Having a concentrate of information from relevant sciences, I conclude
the chapter by hypothesizing the problem of negligence and its reflections in
Information Technology (IT) and Information Security field.

2.1 Deadliest Trojan horse of cyberspace: Negligence

On April 26, 2011, Patrick Seybold, Sony’s Senior Director of Corporate
Communications and Social Media announced what was claimed to be the
4th largest cybercrime in history. Private information of 77 million users
was leaked, possibly including their credit-card information as well. [12]
Rather than the technicalities or the $171.7 cost of this catastrophe to Sony,
the interesting piece of information for my research was admitted by Shinji
Hasejima, the CIO of Sony in a Tokyo press conference, where he said, ”The
vulnerability of the network was a known vulnerability, one known of in the
world. But Sony was not aware of it... was not convinced of it.” [5]

According to the U.S Government Accountability Office (GAO), the num-
ber of cyber security incidents faced by government agencies show a 650 per-
cent increase from 2006 to 2010. As one of the primary reasons, the report
reveals that agencies fail to fully implement their information security pro-
grams and policies.[9] ”GAO and agency inspectors [in] general have made
hundreds of recommendations to agencies for actions necessary to resolve
control deficiencies and information security program shortfalls. Agencies
agreed with most GAO recommendations and indicated they would implement
them.”[9] The report reveals that agencies are satisfied with agreeing

GAO concludes ”As [sic] long as agencies have not [...] effectively im-
plemented their information security programs, including addressing the hun-
dreds of recommendations that we and inspectors general have made, federal
systems will remain at increased risk of attack or compromise” [9] Why would
an information security officer, a Chief Security Officer (CSO) or any IT per-
sonnel either in charge of information security or of whom the sub-optimal
actions, habits or behaviour might be catastrophic for the corporate envi-
ronment, not take the required actions despite hundreds of warnings and
recommendations?

People are not intentional cognizers with an ability to influence their own
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motivation and action; rather, they are neurophysiological computational ma-
chines.[1]

To understand the causes of negligent behaviour analysed in this research,
I have to open this neurophysiological computational machine and have a
closer look at how it operates.

2.1.1 From the lens of psychology

In order to understand behaviour further, we have to study motivation dili-
gently, which is a very important process in understanding behaviour.[7]

According to Luthans, ”motivation interacts with and acts in conjunction
with other mediating processes and the environment. It must also be remem-
bered that, like the other cognitive processes, motivation cannot be seen. All
that can be seen is behavior. Motivation is a hypothetical construct that is
used to help explain behavior; it should not be equated with behavior.”[7]

The oldest phenomenon that can be found while studying this question
is probably self-preservation.

Self-preservation, the desire for a continued life in other words, is un-
doubtedly one of, or the most important and concrete psychological motive(s)
of human kind.

Starting the theoretical part of this research from such depth might seem
similar to smashing atoms and analysing the subatomic particles of wood to
explain why this wooden desk I am using for this research, has some cracks
on it. However I think what makes a proposition an accurate solution to a
problem or just a work-around for the problem, heavily depends on how deep
the problem has been analysed in accurately picked relevant sciences.

According to Terror Management Theory (TMT), ”the self-preservation
instinct – the goal of staying alive – is the superordinate goal toward which all
behaviour is oriented. All other motives are, in one way or another, derived
from and subservient to this prime directive”[11]. The human being as a
cognitively skilled animal, realizes the ultimate and inevitable threat to this
primary motive, namely death. What Pyszczynski et al. proposes in TMT
in a nutshell is a motivation system – a mechanism that humans developed
throughout evolution to cope with the terror that emerges because of death-
related fear.

TMT suggests a tripartite model for showing the basic human motive
system, namely;

� Direct Motives The drives for the biological mechanisms of the hu-
man body to work towards keeping the body alive, drives that emerge
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for satisfying the desire for food, air, water and avoiding pain are cat-
egorized as direct motives. ”They facilitate the organism’s continued
existence in a direct and straightforward manner”[11]

� Defensive Motives Once the primary requirements towards a stable
biological state are achieved, the human being starts to focus on the
death problem thoroughly. This cognitive work gives birth to values
in life, faith in a worldview and self-esteem, which can be considered
associated with fear of death indirectly. Lack of such motives do not
entail sudden death but they make a crucial contribution in managing
the terror that results from the awareness of death.

� Self-Expansive Motives No evidence is available on whether the ini-
tial cognitive work, the focus or attempt on ”solving” death or trying to
remediate the anxiety that its terror causes more explicitly, instigates it
or not but motive for growth and expansion, for exploration for assim-
ilating new information and improving existing worldview and values,
the conception and realization of world and life in short, is categorized
as self-expansive. These motives can be considered those with the least
direct association to death, therefore, constituting less of a sense of
urgency, however still essential for self-preservation in the long term.
One important aspect to mention is, ”Unlike these other motives, they
do not stem from a sense of discomfort, distress, or deficit that the
individual desires to minimize” [8].

Note that not every behaviour is a direct association to terror caused
by death. Not every action can directly be associated to self-preservation.
Typically there is a hierarchy of concerns occurring in the conscience of a
human being ordered from most significant to least where the least significant
seems faded. To exemplify, ”Although most observers probably would agree
that the behaviour of a student studying for an examination is probably rooted
in a desire to show his or her competence, which in turn is probably rooted
(at least in part) in a need of self-esteem, the student involved in studying
is unlikely to be aware of anything more abstract than a desire to get a good
grade on the test or the class, or perhaps to maintain a high enough grade
point average to get into graduate school.Concerns about self-esteem
are, in most instances, probably outside of the student’s conscious
awareness”[11]

In short, behaviour is typically the product of a mixture of various motives
from several layers of hierarchical organization of social motives shown in the
tripartite model at several levels of consciousness.
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Paying a short visit back to our problem, the behaviour of the IT se-
curity personnel of government agencies who did not fully implement their
information security policy/programme despite hundreds of warnings and
recommendations or worse, being aware ”but not convinced” as Sony did.
At what levels of abstraction of motives in the hierarchy of motives did such
behaviour shape? How much of direct, defensive and self-expansive motives
were involved at what consciousness levels and most important, why?

2.1.2 From the lens of organizational behaviour

In section 2.1.1, I have studied behaviour and motivation at a profound level
trying to understand the motives that shapes human behaviour in general.
Behaviour mechanism shows slight additions according to various environ-
ments and require a more specialized branch of concerned sciences.

Having a background of motivation and behaviour, now we narrow our
focus to human beings at work, namely, employee or personnel. Work psy-
chology and organizational behaviour are the sciences that specialise in how
personnel behaviour is shaped at work and how the efficiency of work is af-
fected by the behaviour. Having many commonalities with psychology in
general, an organizational behaviour point of view might evaluate the same
concepts in previous subsection again slightly differently from time to time.

The basic motivation process Luthans predicates the process of moti-
vation to the relationship among three factors. Those are needs, drives and
incentives. Needs can be physiological or psychological, such as need of food
or need of security for self-persistence. Drive, or motive can be described as
the urge to satisfy needs that provide an energizing thrust toward reaching
an incentive. Finally, incentive is anything that can alleviate the need and
will eventually cut down the drive. [7]

Motive, among those three, is considered the most important factor of the
motivation process and strongly tied to many fields of researches, especially
related to understanding human behaviour further, as I have covered in early
sections at a base level.

Coming from the tripartite model proposed by TMT in earlier sections,
we move forward to a sub-classification of motives connectively, namely;

� Primary motives: For a motive to be classified as primary, it has to
be unlearned and psychologically based. Hunger, thirst, sex and sleep
can be given as examples of primary motives. A different interpretation
of direct motives in TMT from the eyes of organizational behaviour.
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� Secondary motives: Although the primary motives can be consid-
ered primitive and easy to understand, secondary motives can be vaguer
and require deeper studies to understand. Those motives are learned
throughout the social evolution of human beings. ”With some glaring
exceptions that have yet to be eradicated, the motives of hunger and
thirst are not dominant among people living in the economically devel-
oped world”[7]. Such motives can be summarized under three subjects,
namely need of power, need of affiliation and need for achievement.
Need of status and need of security are also additional to those major
three. Some examples of those are given in the table below.

Figure 2.1: Secondary Needs[7]

Categorization of motives besides the driver being learned or not, is ac-
cording to its origin.

� Intrinsic Motives: Those are are rather abstract motives, and gen-
erated internally in human beings. ”Intrinsic rewards include feel-
ings of responsibility, achievement, accomplishment, that something
was learned from an experience, feelings of being challenged or com-
petitive, or that something was an engaging task or goal.”[7].

� Extrinsic Motives: In a workplace, extrinsic motivators can con-
sist of benefits, bonuses, premiums, salary and promotions. Those are
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rather concrete in most cases compared with intrinsic ones. Their pri-
mary purpose is to attract employees to the organization and boost
performance in a competitive way. ”They are also often used to inspire
workers to achieve at higher levels or to reach new goals, as additional
payoffs are contingent on improved performance.” [7].

To keep employees on the job and obtain efficient work, extrinsic mo-
tives can be negative as well. Deadline of a given work, directives,
threats and pressure by employees higher in the hierarchy tree and
possible punishment such as contract termination, transferral to an
inferior department/position can be given as examples of negative ex-
trinsic motives.

However the consensus is that internally generated motives are closely
associated with performing effective and meaningful work.

According to Csikzentmihalyi’s flow theory, ”intrinsic motivation is the
sense of positive affect or exhilaration that results from the integrative pro-
cessing of information that occurs when one engages in an activity just
slightly beyond one’s current understandings or capacities”[3].

”In this context, integrative processing entails changing one’s existing psy-
chological structures to accommodate the new information or experience, and
is the mechanism through which growth, learning, and change within the in-
dividual occurs. The heightened positive affect or exhilaration resulting from
integrative processing is an incentive for one to approach challenging tasks
in the future and as a reinforcer for such engagement once it has occurred.
Thus, it is through the process of integrative activity that occurs in challenging
situations rather than the products or outcomes of such activity that intrinsic
motivation is generated.”[10]

Coinciding with flow theory, TMT recognizes those patterns as self-expansive
motives and adds ”The integrative activity that occurs when our capacities
are maximally engaged produces change or growth within the individual”[11]

This reminds me of a familiar scene in my 10+ year’s career, a scene
from employee circulation. Sometimes I was the principal actor of this scene,
sometimes co-workers and sometimes employees I was in charge of as a man-
ager. In most cases, the urge for looking for a new job was because of feeling
of ”making no headway” where either the company or the position lost its
appeal mostly because of being unable to produce ”challenge” for them. A
challenge where employee can become maximally engaged.

From my experience, the first couple of months for a new employee is
where performance is at paramount. Mostly because the environment is en-
tirely new and ”slightly beyond one’s current understandings or capacities”.
Once mastered in n months or years depending on the ability of the indi-
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vidual, the position and its associated tasks turn into routines and start not
contributing into self-expansion. Adding a situation where there is not a
position available for promotion to a new level of challenges within a reason-
able time, the employee transitions into a lingering state where extrinsic and
secondary motives become prominent. A state where employee behaviour
shows a major tendency to backlog tasks and is mainly a resultant set of
hierarchical pressure and deadlines. In short, a graph of utmost vigilance
falling to negligence at the end.

If we could now lay down the work calendar of one of the government
agents’ IT security team, I think GAO Officers’ warnings about security gaps,
from CSO down to last employee in the hierarchy tree, are fading away in
backlogs of every participant in the tree. An anti-virus installation/update
or OS update of a single server or client, an Information security policy
update, a backup task, an internal compliance drill – tasks unacceptable to
be ”queued” or be subjected to some weird prioritization can become easily
skippable or to be backlogged. I define backlogging such tasks as negligence
and those pin holes, those ”trifles” are the beginning of major stories of
cybercrime history.

2.1.3 From the lens of ethology and sociology

Why is self-preservation not the immediate concern that occupies most civ-
ilized human’s conscience, why is it rather faded in other words, in 21st
century? Millions of years ago, what were the human’s actual motives?

Humans, just as with other primates and animals, were a habitants of
terrestrial ecosystem and were opening their eyes to a day with the motiva-
tions that do not differ from other habitants, namely, direct motives as pure
drives for staying alive.

As Maslow stated, such motives stem from discomfort and distress, such
as ”Will I starve today?” or ”Will I be a prey for a bear today?” And sure
enough, human beings with other animals want to minimize this state. The
behaviour shaped by direct motives is typically product of the utmost in-
volvement of an animal’s physiologic and psychological mechanisms. Such
behaviour is called vigilant behaviour.

Vigilance might hold different meanings or interpretations in various sci-
ences. Neuroscientists define vigilance as ”a brain state of receptivity to
external stimuli directly associated with alertness”[16]. From the ethology
standpoint, vigilance is ”looking up from foraging or simply as visual search
of the environment beyond the immediate vicinity”[16]. Combining those var-
ious viewpoints, I believe it is safe to state that vigilance is the opposite of
negligence where I will stick with the Tyrone Avery Acker’s interpretation of
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Figure 2.2: A general definition of word ”vigilance” by Google

negligence throughout this research.
”Ignorance is not knowing, but negligence is refusing to know better.”

Influenced by environmental factors in terrestrial ecosystem, two forms
of vigilance is observed in animals. Social vigilance observed during conspe-
cific encounters within the group or society and Anti-predator vigilance, the
vigilance in which I am interested for this research, is observed during the
scan for direct threats against self-persistence[6].

Anti-predator vigilance is where we observe direct motives at its purest
in animals where self-preservation is the only motive with full awareness in
conscience. I think most of us remember a solitary gazelle with the vigilant
posture in which it frequently moves its head or ears, a constant state of
distress, from documentaries. Despite their limited cognitive skills, they can
cognize the discomfort of investment in vigilant behaviour for much of their
life. They adapt to group-living where they can reduce vigilant behaviour
because of predation risk and invest more time in feeding, breeding and
maternal affairs[6] forming some sort of swarm behaviour. A less stressful life
with a small step away from self-persistence concerns, although introducing
social vigilance[6] is less terror oriented.

Climbing the ladder of cognitive skilled animals during our direct motives
exploration, primates and humans show noticeable improvement. Cognizing
less time spent on anti-predator vigilance and thus the joy of being able to
spend more time for other living activities, is one of the important drivers
of developing ”living in groups” further into societies. ”During the period
between approximately 160 ka and 20 ka, complex technologies, adaptation
to hostile environments, engravings, pigments, personal ornaments, formal
bone tools and burial practices apparently appear, disappear and reappear
in different forms”[4]. Transitioning into behavioural modernity believed
to be roughly around 50.000 years ago, cognitive measures such as morals,
rights, laws are developed, and religions are adapted. Physical measures
such as institutions, police force, military, weaponry followed, resulting in
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establishing civilizations.
Because of this environmental, social and individual evolution made con-

ditions fit for less and less vigilance in accordance with shifting needs, thus
motives evolved in parallel slowly getting far from the terror of death. Who
knows maybe in a decade or two, artificial intelligence (AI) integrates with
our lives and another layer of motives become salient which in turn takes us
one step away from the dread of death and we demonstrate less vigilance and
more negligence to daily events.

Vigilance is costly because it requires time and visual attention which are
both limited resources[15]especially in today’s world. and from my perspec-
tive, tendency to avoid or alleviate vigilant behaviour is observable through-
out the evolution of animals, especially humans. In parallel, I see the evolu-
tion of motives from direct to defensive, then to self-expansive as an endless
run away from the terror caused by the mortality awareness.

Think about the amount of vigilance in human against bacterial infec-
tions, the terror caused by even a small scar before penicillin. Now where
does bacterial infection lie in the motivation hierarchy and conscious aware-
ness at what vigilance rate? Should I be vigilant against a possible lion
preying on me in the university campus? Should I be negligent to alien in-
vasion? What is triggered in my brain when someone points a gun at me?
What was triggered in the brains of the IT security personnel of our sub-
jects when they are made aware of their vulnerabilities? There must exist a
risk mechanism in the human brain that does the housekeeping of behaviour,
developed throughout evolution inherently fashion. A chef in the kitchen of
behaviour who decides on the number of the ingredients of the behaviour
and the valuable heat source (vigilance) especially when threat levels in-
crease. For developing a better understanding about the negligent behaviour
of remediating an injectable SQL database evident to the IT security per-
sonnel which holds private records that might end in huge financial loss or
fatalities, I have to meet with and know this chef!

In the next subsection, the final stop in my journey of understanding be-
haviour, I narrow the research radius to the mechanics that shape the major
portion of ultimate behaviour in the human brain, the neuroscientific mecha-
nism believed to make a crucial contribution in making delicate calculations
aimed at making the best use of limited resources through the intricate rela-
tionship between motivation, conscience and vigilance/negligence.

2.1.4 From the lens of neuroscience

Treves states ”The vigilant behaviour of non-human primates suggests that
information about the social environment has consequences for fitness; hence
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we would expect social perception to be rapid, sensitive, and dependent on
functionally specialized brain regions.”[16] This finding that had been sup-
ported by scientific work by Brothers et al. was further extended to studies
involving human social perception, considering the similarities between non-
human and human primates.

With the advancements in technology, the electrical activity in the brain
could further be associated with changes in the functional brain state, which
allowed scientist to carry more extensive studies on this diligent organ. With
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) and posi-
tion emission tomography (PET), neuroimaging has been used to investigate
brain regions involved in the processing of socially relevant stimuli.

An interesting result of those scientific investigations is, ”Extrapolating
from pioneering research in rodents that identified a subcortical (thalamo-
amygdalar) pathway involved in rapid processing of fear-related stimuli (LeDoux
1996), several researchers have proposed that automatic and rapid processing
of threat-related cues in human beings might also be mediated by the amyg-
dala”[16]

Figure 2.3: Amygdala in action[14]

Without going into too much detail, we can summarize amygdalar be-
haviour in six steps.[14]

� Initial sensory data handling: The information collected from sen-
sory organs are first handled in the thalamus. It is a switchboard
sending information to the relevant parts and mechanisms of the brain.
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� Information sent to amygdala: The thalamus sends the information
to both the amygdala and cortex for further processing.

� Information sent to cortex: The cortex also gets the information
sent to the amygdala. The cortex is where time consuming functions
such as cognitive and emotional functions are carried. The process here
can also be called ”slow thinking”. ”The problem is, that sometimes
there is no time to think – too much thinking can sometimes leave you
dead.”[14]

� Threat assessment in amygdala: As an ancient brain region which
I think had been the explicit target of evolution in human beings de-
scribed in previous subsections, the amygdala makes a quick assessment
of the collected information, against a database populated by both in-
herently evolved and individually experienced fear responses.

� Intervention of ”slow thinking”: If the collected information matches
or approximates one or more fear responses, the amygdala floods the
cortex with chemicals and interrupts a possible time-consuming cortical
process.

� Unthinking response: Bypassing the cortex, the resultant behaviour
is an instantaneous action. Leaping back to a pavement on hearing a
horn or seeing a fast car coming, jumping out of the way of a falling
object, recoiling after an unexpected move or noise aimed at the body
can be given as examples.

If the amygdala does not intervene, like a turnout in a railway if you
will, the behaviour production undergoes a complex process, a multi-variable
equation that I have tried to show at an abstract level in the preceding sub-
sections of this chapter where it becomes more difficult or impossible to
manipulate to produce intended resultant behaviour. In the work environ-
ment, handling with this intricate process is mostly the speciality of the Hu-
man Resource (HR) department. Amygdalar response, on the other hand,
is straightforward. Stimuli trigger fear and a corresponding behaviour in
the fear-response database is produced. My question is, can the brain be
trained (by creating an artificial fear environment or satisfying other discom-
fort/distress metrics and conditions or both) to perceive specific stimuli as
threats that worthy of sparing some of the body’s costly resource vigilance,
an amygdalar behaviour?
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2.1.5 Problem proposition

After approaching this multi-variable phenomenon of negligence from various
lenses, I hypothesize the problem as follows

Associated with self-preservation, threats have long been the clos-
est concern of human vigilance/negligence balance. Specializing
on this matter, the amygdala has developed inherently throughout
evolution by the experiences and encounters of human beings in a
terrestrial ecosystem, developing associated fear responses. Com-
pared with millions of years in terrestrial ecosystem, a human’s
habitation in the cyberspace ecosystem goes back only for couple
of decades. Added to that, having a rather ”virtual” form of initial
stimuli which then leads to physical harm renders the amygdala’s
development in cyberspace dimension to be sub-optimal. An earth-
quake, a weapon pointed towards, a pair of enemy eyes gazed at
can easily excite the amygdala although an SQL server vulnera-
ble to injection is not considered a worthy threat to show utmost
vigilance to ignite the initial move towards remediation, and sent
to the cortex for further cognitive work to be performed, leaving
the direct motives domain and becoming a problem rather than a
threat.
Arriving at and residing in the conscience, the fate of the assess-
ment of the problem for appropriate vigilance dosing is henceforth
in the hands of the individual’s moral and motivational status, a
result of a more complex and time-consuming equation. Not ev-
ery individual is internally motivated for his or her profession and
not every corporate body can provide a challenging work environ-
ment for intrinsic motivation growth, at specific periods throughout
life. Eventually it is not difficult for such circumstances to form an
environment in a corporate body where negligence in IT security
personnel is salient. Coming from a crucial threat down to a prob-
lem, a crucial and maybe lethal cyberspace threat is ending in the
backlog slowly fading away in time.

In short, the above two paragraphs are how I make sense of ”we were not
convinced of it” statement by Sony’s CIO at the time of a cybercrime inci-
dent.
The next section describes how this biological problem is embodied in Infor-
mation and IT Security.
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2.2 Continuous security in IT: Security Wheel

New types of attacks and ways of infiltrations are developed within the blink
of an eye in cyberspace. Any stationary technique or methodology dealing
with network security will thus be obsolete in a short time. Therefore, secur-
ing networks and information should be a continuous process. One framework
in this direction built by Cisco is Cisco Security Wheel. [2]

The Security Wheel is a commonly accepted network security continuum
framework in the industry. Almost every security professional would have
come across with this or a similar framework throughout their career. De-
pending on the IT environment and interpretation, the wheel can consist of
many factors. The well-known framework built by Cisco consists of four key
phases to be carried and maintained (see figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Security Wheel[2]

� Secure: All security measures outlined in the security policy are imple-
mented, and the system is secured in this phase. Those measures can
be physical such as hardware (Firewall, Intrusion Prevention System
(IPS), Host-based Intrusion Prevention System (HIPS), Network Ad-
mission Control (NAC)), human resources such as personnel appoint-
ments or re-organizations and be logical such as software (Antivirus,
Update Services) and procedures.

� Monitor: Implemented measures in the previous step are monitored
by responsible personnel to observe how the implementation cope with
threats. The monitoring phase can be aided by hardware or software
solutions such as logging software, correlation engines, among others,
but eventually the accurate evaluation require cognitive skills. This is
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one of the most crucial phases of continuous security, the initial spin
for the continuum in other words. In addition, monitoring can bring
possible shortcomings of the security policy to the light.

� Test: Aim of this phase is to reveal if implementations are adequate
and conform the to security policy. Besides having periodic tests sup-
posed to be performed such as redundancy tests (unplug/disable one
unit and see if spare/failover unit becomes online at a projected level
of downtime), the actions to be taken in response to the findings in
monitoring phase can also be tested to prevent breaking something
else when fixing something.

� Improve: As the security wheel spins dealing with momentarily emer-
gent threats and technologies, the need of improving or restructuring
specific measures become evident. Investments for strengthening the
process are made in this phase. Those investments might vary from
purchasing new equipment/software, employing new personnel, orga-
nizing training or departmental restructuring.

Such frameworks layout the building blocks, elements and key principles.
My aim is not to compare one framework with another, or address possible
weaknesses in the frameworks themselves. Frameworks are abstract and the
realization of a framework is human centric and relative. My purpose is to
show that the key principle of the Cisco Security Wheel or similar network
security continuum frameworks is continuity, in other words, continuing
involvement of human cognition. Therefore, applications suffer from human
vulnerabilities and shortcomings in cyberspace described in an earlier section.

2.2.1 Application Models

We can define an application as the collection of organized cognitive and
physical activities to achieve or preserve continuity in our research context.
An application is relative, changes from environment to environment, more
importantly from implementer to implementer. In this section, it is the
human factor that I will be analysing, how human behaviour gives birth to
different application models from my perspective.

Exemplifying organizational behaviour subsection in IT Security context,
the process of undergoing a compliance audit (such as Payment Card Indus-
try Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), International Or-
ganziation for Standardization (ISO) and etc.) and maintaining the com-
pliant title heavily involves deadlines, directives and pressure on IT security
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personnel. Losing the compliant title can result in severe punishments to the
organization such as terminating the existing agreements with customers, los-
ing reputation and eventually money. Such consequences for the organization
will directly or indirectly be reflected to the responsible personnel as punish-
ments. For the IT security personnel, with the drive to avoid that emerges,
compliance establishes a good example to negative extrinsic motivation from
all points of view.

Having humans subjected to our problem proposition as the inevitable
factor for applications, I am hypothesising the following application models
of network security continuum frameworks.

Windmill model This is the model under which most continuous security
applications in the industry fall from my perspective. Humans, IT security
personnel in our context, lay at the heart of the application and maintenance
of continuous security, the engine in other words. The forces that keeps
the engine working on this continuous action, the motives of the IT security
personnel in other words, are mostly secondary and extrinsic (mostly negative
extrinsic).

I suggest that secondary and extrinsic motives are artificial and as with
every human product, they are subjective. Work motivation itself is already
a delicate problem because of the intricate relationships among various types
of motives, adding subjectivity to this renders a possible ”one model fits
all” impossible. A deadline put for John’s task in Company A can produce
effective results although a similar deadline put on Susan in Company B (or
even within the same Company A) might produce suboptimal results.

Motivation makes an important contribution in how natural selection,
among companies’ success occurs. Company A’s entire motivation process
policies works on the employees better eventually causing a better perfor-
mance and profit although Company B’s policies might not work well causing
sub-optimal performance. It is not only the motivation policies alone itself
determining the ultimate output. However diligent the work motivation the-
ories are studied and appropriate motivation policies are applied, in the end
they are applied to neurophysiological computational machines, the human.
The employee might have family problems, might hate the job or his boss
for some period, the employee might be new, the employee might have been
transferred to a new department/position or even has no problems but just
wanted to relax and became careless, and many more examples of intermit-
tent fluctuations that might cause a specific level of friction with the work
motivation policies. Adverse effects of such fluctuations for a sales depart-
ment for a month might result in falling below the sales target for the month
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or the quarter. Fluctuations disappear in the next period and the loss of the
month or quarter can be tolerated. The sales department can perform better
in the next period and achieve better results to compensate for the previous
loss.

What would the consequences of such motivational fluctuations and fric-
tions with motivation policies in IT Security department be on the company
or government agent? Some of them, such as certain availability problems
might be tolerated to some extent. Let us say even losing compliant title, can
be tolerated in the next period. But can leakage or espionage of information,
such as millions of credit-card data, folders of classified governmental infor-
mation as we read from news recently, or military and intelligence service
files that might end in causalities, be tolerated?

Figure 2.5: Windmill model

The major drawback of this model is that the potency of extrinsic mo-
tives and secondary motives (and some primary and intrinsic motives) on IT
security personnel is not perpetual thus rendering the spin of the security
wheel to stop or fall below under an acceptable rate once the impetus fades.
Therefore I classify those motives as winds subject to intermittency, and the
application model of network security continuum framework as the windmill
model considering that extrinsic and secondary motives constitute most of
the forces that provide and maintain continuity and IT security personnel
is motivationally suboptimal for keeping an acceptable impetus until next
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winds.

Hybrid model Paying a short visit back to work-motivation theory,
”As one argument for employee ownership noted, firms indicated that 75

percent experienced increases in sales, profits, and stock price when employees
became owners and another study indicated that companies with employee
stock ownership plans had total shareholder returns about 7 percent greater
than firms where employees did not have an opportunity for ownership.”[7]

As an owner, performing work is a joy and can safely be associated with
intrinsic motivation. Although it might not be accurate to make a clear
distinction and comparison between intrinsic and extrinsic motives, the above
is a very example that shows how internally motivated work produce superior
results compared with externally motivated work.

Inspired from that notion, having the windmill model that I introduced
earlier as its base, what the hybrid model suggests is that the primary forces
that keep windmill spinning should be intrinsic motives although winds,
namely, extrinsic and secondary motives ought to be complementary.

John had always been enthusiastic about information and network secu-
rity since the early ages. He invested most of his time in cyberspace or in
university or both. The never-ending battle between black-hat and white-hat
is thrilling for him. What he is doing is his passion and he gains reputation
and esteem because of his work that is a product of dedication. John does
what he is doing for mostly joy and fun, money and material concerns are
playing second fiddle.

The application of continuous security by an IT security team consisting
of John and people similar to John, who are internally motivated, can be
given as an example of a hybrid model. Besides being natively intrinsic as in
John, intrinsic motives can also be developed later on, such as when working
in a company, the best or famous and reputable in its field such as Deloitte,
Apple, Pfizer and Google where the most fertile conditions exist for intrinsic
motivation growth and maintenance. The joy of being at the top and being
a part of the best. Maybe even the example given two paragraphs above,
promising an ownership plan for IT Security personnel as well can produce
similar effects.

I presume the companies, organizations and government agents who be-
came successful to some extent in applying continuous security so far, fall
under this model. My projection is that such companies and government
agents constitute the minority of cyberspace.
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Vigilant hybrid model Most of cyberspace consists of companies or gov-
ernment agencies with IT security application models that I categorize under
windmill model, where security continuum is maintained sub-optimally (or
intermittently optimal), giving way to security breaches.

The vigilant hybrid model is my theoretical proposal, not to com-
pletely remediate but optimize the windmill model. My approach
is to suggest a way for artificially agitating the amygdala against
cyber threats as well as establishing a continuing challenge mecha-
nism for concerned IT security personnel, from top to bottom. A
way in which IT security personnel will be in a much more vigilant
state and security concerns will become a reflex rather than being
backlogged. If amygdalar reaction does not occur for some reason
that I cannot foresee and the threat ends in cognition, a more ap-
propriate dosage of vigilance will be set by the more stable intrinsic
motivation aided to be grown in an introduced challenge mechanism.

The next chapter is dedicated to explain the software/hardware solution
that I propose to achieve a vigilant-hybrid model.
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3 INTRUSION EXECUTION SYSTEM

This chapter introduces my proposition of a new concept for achieving a
vigilant-hybrid application model described in section 2.2.1. After a short
background that associates the concept back to our problem researched in
chapter 2, the concept is introduced and its mechanics are explained.

3.1 Background

I can peacefully sit on this chair and write my research because I am confi-
dent that I will not die of a missile attack now from my window in Sweden.
Therefore, I rightfully do not have to be vigilant about a possible missile at-
tack. I can neglect it and spend more time on more enjoyable matters. This
is possible because we evolved and developed for millions of years in terres-
trial ecosystem and now we are a civilization where systems and mechanisms
that make sure/try its best to prevent a missile attack from my yard, are in
place. Do such systems or mechanisms exist in cyberspace to establish order?
Is there a police force in cyberspace that arrests malicious connections and
packets? A military in cyberspace that can defend against a DDoS attack?
The answer is No. So every node in cyberspace is subject to be preyed on.
Then the question is why the cyberspace inhabitants are not vigilant? The
answer is as we have discussed in an earlier chapter, is that the amygdala does
not perceive those as real threats yet. Cyberspace is a different dimension
that it just met in evolution.

If Sweden now announces that the police force, military and department
of defence are disbanded and all inmates broke free, what would my vigilance
levels be? Similarly, if one can establish atmosphere of fear and challenge,
letting IT security personnel know that the most dangerous hacker force
henceforth will target the servers or the corporate, what would their negli-
gence levels be?

3.2 Introduction

The technical purpose of IES is to perform cyberattacks on the nodes in the
network backbone of the corporate body that purchased the IES solution. It
might sound harsh at first but the thinking behind this is to establish an at-
mosphere of fear and challenge which I believe promote intrinsic motivation
and more amygdalar involvement. Claiming (or expecting) this concept to
cause permanent improvement in one’s perception of cyberthreat by alter-
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ing psychological intrinsics would be out of my depth for now and requires
thorough study.

The expectation from IES is to provide this atmosphere of fear and chal-
lenge to IT security personnel and keeping the tightest security possible,
while causing the least harm possible to corporates themselves. Mechanisms
for achieving the balance between fear-harm-challenge are explained in detail
in upcoming sections.

3.3 IES Architecture

The key components that constitute the IES as shown in figure 3.1 are de-
scribed in detail in this section.

Figure 3.1: IES Architecture

3.3.1 Attack Signatures (ASIG)

Before explaining what ASIG is, let us look closely at what a signature is in
Computer Science, especially network security.

Just as with every operation in Computer Science, attacks also consist
of instructions that constitute specific patterns. An attacker launches a set
of particular instructions, generally to achieve a particular goal. Those in-
structions and their patterns can be observed by a 3rd eye, typically an IDS
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or an IPS and the goal that the set of instructions is trying to achieve can
be recognized/predicted. Within this context, a signature can be shown as
a stack of instructions, rules and patterns cooperative and correlative that
constitute an ultimate action.

To give a simple example, a rather obsolete attack that affected old ver-
sions of Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), namely, IIS Unicode
attack, was characterized with including specific Unicode in the URL among
specific code to gain command line access to a remote server.

As shown by Tom Rodriguez from the SANS institute ”Normally, IIS
checks URL strings to ensure that certain constructs do not occur. For ex-
ample, the following string will be caught by the parser:

http ://www. example . com/ s c r i p t s / . . \ . . / winnt/ system32 /
cmd . exe ?/ c+d i r

Obviously, the requester is attempting to access some parent of the scripts
directory, and IIS catches this and returns an HTTP 404 - File not found
response. However, when the identical request is made in the following form:

http ://www. example . com/ s c r i p t s /. .% c1%9c . . / winnt/ system32
/cmd . exe ?/ c+d i r

The response is:

D i r ec to ry o f c :\ inetpub \ s c r i p t s

10/01/2001 03 :46 p <DIR> .
10/01/2001 03 :46 p <DIR> . .

0 F i l e ( s ) 0 bytes
2 Dir ( s ) 2 ,527 ,547 ,392 bytes f r e e

”[13]
Then a typical IIS Unicode signature in an IPS should typically include a

”check URL for expressions” option and will include a group of Unicodes such
as %c1%9c to check against. In this case, the attack consisted of almost a
single instruction. An attack might consist of several steps and instructions,
requiring more complex signatures to be built.

IPS checks all HTTP packets against its signature database. If any pack-
ets include the instructions mentioned in previous paragraph, IPS will match
that traffic with IIS Unicode signature and consider it as an IIS Unicode at-
tack and take necessary actions.

Signatures are typically used for the identification of an attack. An ASIG
that I newly define in my research, on the other hand, is used for the actual
performance of the attack.
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3.3.2 Intrusion Construction Language (ICL)

IES draws its strength from the attack signature database (ASD). What
makes an ASD powerful is the flexibility to be expanded. Anyone in the
world should be able to contribute into ASD and upload their signature,
rather than limiting this ability to security specialists employed in-house by
the IES developer.

The way to achieve a standardized development of a set of instructions
by various individuals is to use a common coding language. Programming
languages such as JAVA, C, C++, and Python are excellent candidates for
such a purpose, however, giving an entire programming language control to
a hacker for coding an attack signature is extremely precarious. Having such
flexibility, a hacker can easily circumvent existing IES infrastructure and tip
the scales in favour of himself.

To prevent IES from turning into a welcoming front door for a hacker
intending to cause harm or participate in an illegal activity, a special pro-
gramming language has to be constructed which provides the contributor
with much flexibility for exploiting intricate vulnerabilities yet strictly pro-
hibits from including parameters that might entail an ASIG providing the
coder with a way into the corporate body bypassing IES to seize control or
cause harm.

Tenable’s vulnerability scanner Nessus espouses the requirement of a new
language as well and has developed Network Attack Scripting Language
(NASL), although the aim of Nessus signatures are to scan for vulnerabilities.
Importance of a special language increases significantly in the IES concept
considering an ASIGs aim, to exploit the vulnerability.

Although IES products to be developed might vary from vendor to ven-
dor, I suggest having one common language, Intrusion Construction Lan-
guage (ICL). With the emergence of a new language, the necessity for a
compiler/IDE becomes salient.

3.3.3 Attack Signature Database (ASD)

This is the database in which all ASIGs that are constructed by individuals
worldwide are stored. The power of the IES system heavily depends on it’s
ASD. IES servers in corporates connect to the ASD over a secure tunnel and
synchronize their databases.

A front-end web-based forum accompanies ASD in the back end. Con-
tributors worldwide register to this forum, start discussions and share knowl-
edge with other contributors. The most important function of this forum is
to provide contributors with the ability of submitting the ASIGs they have
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coded.
Housekeeping of this database has to be performed by the IES devel-

oper. Housekeeping tasks might consist of retiring obsolete ASIGs, doing
categorization and removing irrelevant or non-functioning ASIGs depending
on feedbacks.

In addition, an ASIG ranking mechanism would also be introduced. IES
servers worldwide would report to ASD, or an intermediary ranking and
statistics server, the success rate of a particular ASIG.

3.3.4 IES Agent

The IES Agent is the piece of software installed on the machines in the
corporate sector. One of its primary purposes is to establish and maintain a
secure connection to IES Server, helping IES Server build an overall picture
of the network. It supplies information about the platform on which it is
installed such as OS type, installed software and ports that they are listening
to, installed Antivirus and Firewalls and their status, platform update status,
among others.

One of the crucial responsibilities of the IES Agent, is to pull the ASIGs
and perform the attack on the target host(s) specified. And second, is to
interfere with programs or services in the platform on which it runs, at the
network layer when necessary and pause or block service specific network
traffic.

3.4 IES Applications

I think a closer look at how this solution would operate will make sense for
the crazy idea of attacking self!

3.4.1 Modes of operation

The IES operates on 3 modes of operation (MOOP). An IES operation com-
mittee consisting of an IES expert, the IT security officers of the company, a
risk assessment team and with the involvement of CSO or CIO, has to decide
on the mode of operation.

Real-World operation In this MOOP, IES operates just as a real hacker
or group of hackers operate. Depending on the attack, it can literally take
down the system, if the system has the vulnerability for that attack. The
system might be an employee PC, a network switch or a payment processing
server or an entire system of servers and services. In addition, it might be an
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information leakage, that IES can infiltrate a database and extract valuable
information to a predefined encrypted storage and alert the top management.

Setting the MOOP to Real-World operation when the decision that the
IES operation committee is similar to
”Risk assessment results prefers the production systems to be infiltrated or
taken down by the IES immediately or both whenever it can by using an
existing vulnerability, rather than an actual hacker using that vulnerability”

A couple of examples would be Department Of Defence, FBI, and CIA
where having the systems down is totally acceptable and preferred compared
with crucial information such as military intelligence or identities of action
officers being leaked by actual hackers.

Real-World simulate / challenge-response operation For some cor-
porates, the network or services in production being hit and staying down
for a long time might not be feasible. IES operation committee’s decision
would be something similar to
”Our risk assessment results show that the impact of systems being taken
down and the impact of a possible security breach by an actual hacker are
equally crucial”

In this MOOP, one option is to ”simulate” the ASIG between IES agent
installed on attacker and the IES agent installed on victim live. The attack’s
success is evaluated by IES clients, and if it is 100%, the IES client blocks
that services from listening to it’s port instantly and informs IES Server. As
a result, the service in production will be paused rather than being taken
down entirely.

The second option of this MOOP is a challenge and response operation
mode. Once the IES agent on the victim decides that ASIG’s success is
100%, a challenge is sent to IT security personnel ”Server xyz is a victim
for an attack now. IES will attack and take the server down in n minutes”
and the personnel is supposed to respond promptly. Challenge severity is
adjustable.

Corporates that might prefer this MOOP would include Payment sys-
tem service providers, hospitals and corporates whose operations are heavily
dependent on IT infrastructures.

Real-World On-virtual operation In this final MOOP, the IES behaves
exactly as it does in Real-World operation mode. What makes this mode dif-
ferent, is the IES performs its work against an exact virtual replica of the
network and services in production. A typical IES operation committee de-
cision might look similar to this.
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”Our risk assessment results indicate that downtime for our production sys-
tems is not tolerable and an investment for an exact virtual replica of the
production system is in place or can be made”

This would typically be a decision that would be given by a finance ori-
ented (or under a finance oriented influence from upper management) com-
mittee rather than a security oriented one.

I would like to make a mental note here that the primary pur-
pose of an Intrusion Execution System is to grow vigilance in IT
Security personnel in cyberspace. I would like to emphasize that
its purpose is definitely not to identify security vulnerabilities in a
network, there are vulnerability scanners and penetration tests for
that purpose. Vulnerability scanners are passive in terms of vig-
ilance arousal and penetration tests are active but are expectable
and performed rather in sparse frequency rendering a suboptimal
habitat for growing perpetual vigilance in IT security personnel.

My assumption is that the Real-World operation mode results in sharper
vigilance arousal because the consequences are real and although those conse-
quences might not arise daily, IT security personnel are aware of the utmost
authority given to the IES and the severity of possible consequences. Al-
though Real-World simulation introduces more flexibility, I expect challenge-
response MOOP to be the most popular among corporates more on the fi-
nance side than security. Finally, Real-World On-virtual mode would have
the least efficiency, especially if not complemented by harsh HR policies.

To summarize, the more IES is authorized in the infrastructure, the more
intense and close to the amygdalar is the compulsive response generated to
the IT security. The level of authority and thus its effectiveness, is directly
proportional with the mode of operation decided on. From the IES stand-
point, the clear distinction between IES concept and Vulnerability scan and
penetration test concepts shown in this research starts to become unclear as
developers produce IES products with looser MOOPs to look more appealing.
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4 PROTOTYPE IMPETUS

In this section, I introduce Impetus, a prototype IES product in software
form. Moving forward, the components of Impetus that have been developed
and completed so far and inter-component relationships are explained.

4.1 Introduction

The principal purpose of this research is the conception of network security
continuum framework applications and Intrusion Execution Systems. As
a secondary goal I incorporated a prototype IES product to have a better
insight into its feasibility.

Considering the large workforce required to build up an entire IES archi-
tecture and limited time reserved for this research, the scope of the prototype,
which I named Impetus is limited.

Figure 4.1: Definition of word ”Impetus” by Google

4.2 Impetus Server

The server module is responsible for user interaction and agent interaction.
For user interaction, it incorporates a web based Graphical User Interface
(GUI). This GUI runs on Apache Tomcat 7.0 and is developed using Java
Server Faces (JSF). The back-end responsible for agent interaction, accepting
a new connection on any given port. The server can accept and handle several
clients at this time. The final component of the server is the MySQL database
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with which the server interacts through Hibernate. The server stores ASIGs
and user credentials for authenticating through web based GUI.

What is not available in Impetus yet are ASD back-end & front-end,
ICL

Following are the completed functions of the Impetus Server.

� Web GUI: A Web GUI welcomes the user. It is prepared using JSF
and for a pleasant look, a template associated with the concept is ap-
plied. Colour tones red and blue are chosen, blue representing the
neuropsychological influence and red representing the offensive nature
of and IES.

The agents tab shows the list of agents that have registered to the
server. The ones marked as red are off-line and green indicates that
they are online. Clicking the information button will retrieve valuable
information that agent has supplied related to the platform. Clicking
Attack button will lead user to a next window where he/she can pick
a registered ASIG and perform the attack. It is crucial to note that
the attack is not directed to the computer on which the user clicked in
the agents list. That agent is the source host for the attack and the
destination it supposed to attacked is passed in the ASIG.

� Log-in Module: A basic user registration and authentication mecha-
nism is in place.

� ASIG Module: In the scope of the IES concept, ASIGs should not
be submitted to the IES Server directly. IES Server should pull the
ASIGs from the ASD. However an ASD is not included in Impetus yet.
Therefore, I introduced this module in Impetus Server.

The only available ASIG so far is IIS Unicode Attack and an ASIG
named TEST to perform some tests.

� Agent Handling: With the initial register of an agent, the server
keeps track of the particular agent on the host IP address. Connections
are TCP based, and each agent’s source TCP port is visible. Several
agents can register at this point.

4.3 Impetus Agent

The agent initially collects information about the platform on which it that is
running. For the time being, the information it gathers is limited to platform
information such as OS version, the ports that the platform is listening on
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and the anti-virus and firewall information and status. The agent then regis-
ters into Impetus Server supplying the information it gathered, and becomes
available in agents list.

Now it can use a primitive language to parse many instructions in an
ASIG. The only command supported for now is Telnet. Therefore, it can
only perform attacks that can be carried using Telnet. This will be sufficient
for my demonstration of IIS Unicode Attack in the seminar.
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5 CONCLUSION

Human negligence and under-estimation is doubtless one of the biggest chal-
lenges in all industries from a workforce point of view. Consequences vary
from small accidents to loss of millions of dollars. Information and Net-
work Security is definitely one of the top three fields where such behaviour
is intolerable.

The reflection of negligence and under-estimation to the IT Security
industry is the windmill model where continuous security is carried sub-
optimally, resulting in the company or government agency becoming next
day’s headline as a cybercrime victim.

An improved security continuum is promised by the vigilant hybrid model,
where I propose Intrusion Execution Systems to be the engine. Targeting IT
Security personnel indirectly through computers, IES establishes necessary
conditions for intrinsic motivation growth towards raising vigilance in IT
Security personnel, the principal weakness of the windmill model that has to
be remediated.

5.1 Future work

When appropriate funds are received, the theoretical and practical sections
of this research can be further developed in the following way.

� Theoretical section: In this section, work towards obtaining quali-
tative empirical data to strengthen or refute specific conceptual propo-
sitions in this research can be carried.

One of those would be to examine the behaviour of IT Security person-
nel towards continuous security in n number of corporates. After some
time, deploy 1U servers at those corporates, informing the IT Security
personnel that it is a system that will constantly attack the system,
accompanied with pseudo HR policies that might threaten their pay or
benefits on failure of coping with it (or bonuses when handled success-
fully), eventually creating a vigilant hybrid model. Then examine the
behaviour towards continuous security again and observe the difference
if any.

� Practical section: Prototype Impetus is a limited portion of a full-
blown IES architecture. Future work would include development of an
ASIG coding language (ICL), an ICL compiler/IDE, constructing an
ASIG database (ASD) and the front-end web platform which allows
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people to submit new ASIGs, and provides ranking and reputation for
contributors and ASIGs. In addition, dedicated 1U server hardware
for Impetus Server, dedicated hardware box for Special Operations IES
agent (such as wireless attacks among others), re-development of Im-
petus Agent in C language. Develop a protocol to standardize the
communication of ASD back-end and front-end with IES servers of
possible vendors.
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6 DISCUSSION

In this final section of this research, I give coverage to certain questions and
concerns that might arise in the reader’s mind, introduce my questions and
concerns as well, clarify some of them and discuss some that require further
mull over.

6.1 Appealing Grey-hat and Black-hat contribution in ASD

Today in the industry, most vendors of security software that work signature-
based applications or similar, such as Antivirus, Antispam, IPS , employ an
in-house team of security experts. This team is responsible for keeping up
to date with security trends, vulnerabilities, attacks, viruses and all sort of
security threats in cyberspace. This team, consisting of a limited number of
talents, has to cope with the dark side of cyberspace and develop countermea-
sures that remediate those threats, or even be proactive and react before an
exploit occurs. We can involve random software vendors in this example as
well, such as operating systems, office suites and any software that might in-
corporate bugs leading to exploitable vulnerabilities. Such software vendors
also spare some budget and personnel for security maintenance, developing
updates and fixes.

Who are those teams, namely white-hats limited in size and presum-
ably talents, fighting against? An enormous number of hackers ranging from
”script-kiddies” to sophisticated groups from all corners of the Earth. Adding
that grey and black-hats are rather being intrinsically motivated, it is safe
to assume that they are one step ahead of white-hats in the rat race of
cyberspace.

Research by Zhengchuan Xu et al. on six hackers in China gives a good
hint about the birth of a hacker. They get involved in hacking during their
teenagehood, typically young male computer talents and school drop-outs
who have rather ”innocent” motives.[17]Their ”naughtiness” such as hacking
into school systems without causing harm were tolerated, generally consider-
ing their intelligence. The challenges of cyberspace were more intriguing for
their intelligence rather than the coursework.

Moral values and judgement, which are claimed to be the basis for not
causing harm, starts deviating as those young minds form social groups, meet,
discuss and interchange ideas. One of the hackers in research stated, ”I enjoy
getting data from servers, but I won’t alter or destroy data on the servers.”
”However, when asked whether he would deviate from his principles if he
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were unemployed and needed money to pay rent or buy food and someone
was offering to buy control over botnets, he said, ”I feel that is entirely
possible.” [17].

It is common sense and does not require an in-depth research to show that
money is one of the most crucial variables of the equation of moral values
and judgement deviation. Willingness to step into the dark side might start
as low as starving level and easily reach the level of discussing a talentless
child who makes a video, publishes to the Internet and earns millions al-
though beautiful minds are limited to a legal income less than they actually
deserve. Situational action theory (SAT) sheds much light on this transition
criminologically, but I will not go into much detail about hacker evolution.

What I want to emphasize is hackers are true talents. But the conse-
quences of demonstrating their talents generally towards making more money
ends behind the bars. Even behind the bars, they are consulted by federal
agencies as security consultants.

The more ASIGs developed and submitted into the ASD by actual
hackers, the more powerful the IES is. My proposition is to shape a
business model that in which the developer of an ASIG became suc-
cessful on many systems can instantly make hundreds of thousands
of dollars.

The corporate or government agent that would like to roll out-an IES
solution, signs an initial contract with the IES vendor. One of the clauses
will be similar to ”Corporate agrees to pay $x per successful y type attack on
the systems” where payments per attack type are specified. My suggestion
is to forward those funds earned from the corporate directly to the developer
of that successful ASIG.

Besides being contented financially, a reputation system similar to www.experts-
exchange.com where experts literally perform work free thanks to the power
of well-established reputation system (rankings, among others), is a part of
IES front-end for satisfy the need of esteem.

In summary, talents legally earn the sum and reputation they deserve and
IES establishes a solid reputation and a strong influence over personnel.

6.2 Miscellaneous concerns

To what extent can effectiveness be predicated to harshness? Causing con-
trolled harm internally to cope better with external harm? Another approach
might be challenge-based vigilance arousal that I have incorporated as one of
the MOOPs in section 3.4.1, where IES devises a ”challenge of the day” and
warns IT security personnel that a particular host is the applicable target for
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an ASIG now and IES will take it down if you cannot remediate the vulner-
ability in n hours. Still, of course, once IES approves that ASIG applies, the
company has to pay the fee for that type of attack, so hackers can still be
funded efficiently. This approach will then give birth to another discussion
”Was IES seriously able to take it down? Did we pay that fee for a reason?”
And what if the host becomes infiltrated by actual hackers within those n
hours? In addition, this approach might also require a more sophisticated
IES Agent design using-lower level programming languages.

What about habituation? I do expect from IES a positive contribution to-
wards the vigilant-hybrid model for a particular period, especially the initial
period of use. However if IES shows patterns that can become predictable in
the long run, there might exist a risk that IT security personnel might start
to habituate it, which renders IES useless as a stimulus for them. The pre-
cautions suggested so far are attack source randomness and inability to carry
attacks manually and inability to restrict attacks to a particular period. It is
still open to discussion though, if those precautions are accurate or sufficient
or both.

Another concern that might arise ”Will ASD be the nuclear weapon of
the Internet?” Who controls and manages it and who can have access to it?
Can anyone produce an IES product? From my point of view, ASD should
be open to the public in a controlled fashion. The reason for a control mech-
anism is mainly for the grey-hat and black-hat contribution mechanism to
work. If ASD becomes completely public, product vendors with a protec-
tive aim such as Firewalls, IPS, Antivirus, NAC, among others, can easily
integrate their R&D department with ASD and build instantaneous fixes to
ASIGs submitted to ASD, then roll-out those fixes as definitions or updates
to subscribed endpoints in companies. Eventually the company will become
bulletproof against IES and render IES useless in terms of vigilance arousal,
plus the financial ASIG developer content mechanism will collapse resulting
in losing talented grey and black-hats.

To sum up, the IES concept requires much mulling over an ASD public-
ity control mechanism and regulations on obtaining/maintaining IES vendor
status.
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